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Ok, Zoomer.
What do you want 
to eat?

May 2023 | National Restaurant Show

CONFIDENTIAL

The New Definition of a Restaurant… According to Gen Z.



We are a unique kind of company.
The Culinary Edge is one of the USA’s leading food & beverage innovation consultancies. We have 
worked with 25% of the top 200 restaurant brands, and many of the USA’s leading food & drink 
product/solution brands.

We fuse culinary excellence with human-centered design, to forge the future of what we eat and drink.

THE CULINARY EDGE



What do you picture when I say 



AN APP A DELIVERY DRIVER A DRIVE-THRU A GAS STATION



What do you picture when I say 



ARM CANDY TREND CHASING



What do you picture when I say 

FOOD THEATER EAT-ERTAINMENT INTERACTION



EASE OF ORDERING SPEED OF RECEIVAL



What do you picture when I say 



THE PRODUCT THE APP THE BRAND
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There’s no 
question that 
the definition 
of a restaurant
is changing.



The drivers of that 
change (Gen Z) are 
eating out less 
than ever. 
Gen Z has $360 billion in disposable income — and 
as more members of the generation approach 
adulthood, their buying power will only grow. 
Unfortunately for restaurants, they’re dining out 
about 11% less than Millennials were at the same age, 
according to NPD Group. 

According to NDP: “The pandemic, more 
competition for their dollars, and rising prices keep 
Gen Zs’ restaurant visits lower.”

$360b

-11%

GEN Z’S DISPOSABLE INCOME 

GEN Z’S SPENDING ON 
RESTAURANTS COMPARED TO 
MILLENNIALS
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And yet, Gen Z is 
more obsessed with 
food than ever.



TIKTOK



THE BEAR 



DUNKIN + CHARLI D’AMELIO



MCDONALDS + TRAVIS SCOTT



MOLLY BAZ



BE REAL



OMSOM



ALWAYS PAN



The cultural 
interest in food is 

at an all time high.

So what gives?
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drivers behind 
Gen Z’s restaurant 
restraint. 
Consumers increasingly turn to food 
to add adventure to their day… just 
not always at a restaurant.
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We can’t not
talk about 
COVID. 

STICKING TO THE STATUS QUO



COVID ignited 
a cooking 
renaissance.
With freed up time, a constrained overall budget, and 
the inability to eat out, consumers have been 
spending more time than ever on food preparation. 
Although kitchen fatigue is setting in for many, a new 
set of kitchen habits have been set — with rising 
interest in fun, innovative and/or time-saving trends 
and techniques.

%
of people said they will continue to eat home 
cooked meals more often than pre-pandemic 
times.

SOURCE: BAIN

of people are cooking more in 
the past year

35%
of people are taking on 
cooking projects and trying 
new techniques

54%

https://www.consultancy.uk/news/25412/cooking-at-home-becomes-major-trend-coming-out-of-covid-19


Gen Z found new 
ways to eatertain
themselves at home.
From TikTok food challenges, to sweeping “gotta try it” 
trends, to the YouTube fandom of the mukbang, making 
food fun at home was the name of the game. With Gen Z 
finding more and more reasons to get creative, learn a food-
related skill and share their newfound cooking creativity on 
social media, this type of relationship to food is stronger 
than ever.



%
Of Gen Z’s monthly food budget 
goes towards groceries.

%
Of Gen Z has more delivery apps on 
their phones than streaming apps. 

Resulting in more money spent on food 
to be consumed in the home.

ICSID BUSINESS WIRE

http://apptus
https://www.businesswire.com/news/home/20220127005269/en/55-of-America%E2%80%99s-Generation-Zs-and-60-of-Millennials-Have-More-Delivery-Apps-Than-Streaming-Services


Pandemic-enforced 
virtual living accelerated 
online-first shopping 
mentality.
As the first generation of 100% digital natives, 
Gen Z spends most of it dollars on the web. 
This generation researches and completes 
their purchases online.

Over 40% of Gen Zers buy more than 
half of their clothing items online.

of Gen Zers use Instagram to discover new 
brands, products, and services.

SOURCE: APPTUS, IMRG

https://www.apptus.com/blog/generation-z-online-shopping-habits/
https://www.imrg.org/blog/generation-z-online-retail-expectations/
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They’re 
simply 
spending 
money 
elsewhere. 

THE PURSUIT OF FINANCIAL FREEDOM



In contrast to the 
Millennial ‘experience 
generation’, Gen Z is 
back to materialism.
Apparel, footwear, beauty, and technology are among the categories 
on which young adult Gen Zs spend their money. Many apparel 
brands have successfully tapped into Gen Z values, like diversity, 
empowerment, and environmentalism — and, as a result, have 
gained a larger share of their spending.



Gen Z’s dollar prioritizes value over retail 
experiences.

SOURCE: INDEED

https://www.indeed.com/career-advice/career-development/millennials-vs-gen-z#:%7E:text=Generation%20Z%20has%20more%20conservative,focused%20on%20the%20buying%20experience.




Product 
quality. 



Product 
longevity. 



Product 
volume. 



But above all 
else…

.



Gen Z wants it 
fast. Like now.
Oh, and make it as effortless as possible. In 
order to please this contingent of digital 
natives, brands are dishing up tech-first 
experiences that hinge on brand recognition. 
Gen Z wants to maximize engagement with 
their favorite brands through the minimal 
number of touchpoints.

of Gen Z consumers go to quick service or 
fast casual restaurants at least a few times per 
month. 

SOURCE: KNIT

IN A 
RUSH

DAILY 
ROUTINE

TOP GEN Z DINING OCCASIONS

https://www2.deloitte.com/us/en/pages/consumer-business/articles/restaurant-future-survey-technology-customer-experience.html
https://www2.deloitte.com/us/en/pages/consumer-business/articles/restaurant-future-survey-technology-customer-experience.html


%% %

SOURCE: NRN.COM

Classic quickservice restaurants win when it comes to 
share of Gen Z wallet.

https://www.nrn.com/quick-service/which-fast-food-chain-gen-z-s-favorite
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Drone delivery
Speed is top priority with the promise of drone 
delivery, which will never have to wait in traffic to 
get to its end consumer.

Self-driving delivery
Nuro launches driverless vehicles for delivering 
groceries, pizza and more, with an early pilot 
partner in Domino’s pizza.

From Sweetgreen’s new Infinite Kitchen (Spyce)
to Cafe X to Creator Burger, robot-led food 
assembly is coming to the forefront. 

Robot assembly

Leading to an openness to technologies that promote 
speed above all else.
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Gen Z is 
redefining the 
restaurant by 
way of
redefining 
the meal.

GOODBYE FORK & KNIFE



The past decades have witnessed tectonic 
shifts in American family life. 

Mealtime — let alone family mealtime 
— is becoming a thing of the movies. 



Meals are less and less sit-down affairs, and 
are increasingly multi-tasked with…

DRIVING

WORKING

SOCIALIZING

ROAD TRIPPING

GAMING

SHOPPING



Snacking continues 
to gain momentum 
over traditional meal 
occasions.

of Gen Zers say they prefer to eat several small 
meals throughout the day.

SOURCE: FOOD BUSINESS NEWS

https://www.foodnavigator-usa.com/Article/2020/01/08/Packaged-Facts-Gen-Z-emerges-as-strong-consumer-of-organic-and-natural-foods


%
Of Gen Z consumers say they’re likely to 
snack to relieve anxiety.

%
Of Gen Z consumers say they’re likely to 
snack to relieve boredom.

This behavior isn’t just functional — in fact, it’s 
often driven by emotional needs. 

SOURCE: FOOD BUSINESS NEWS

https://www.foodbusinessnews.net/articles/20526-sizing-up-snacking-trends


Leading to a broader 
definition of where a meal 

might come from.



$12.2b
Size of category in 2023, with 
hot snacks, chicken and pizza 
leading the way.

Gas station food is no longer at the bottom 
of the barrel. 

Of Americans live 
within ten minutes of a 
C-store.

93%



+18%
Stock jump on the New York Stock 
Exchange in July 2022

And drinking your “meal” is as acceptable 
as ever. 

538
Locations in 2022, with a trajectory of more 
than 100 new US-based locations per year.



Anything goes…
as long as getting food 
doesn’t get in the way of

living life.
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So how do we 
better capture 
Gen Z’s attention
and dollars?



We start by 
reimagining and 
redefining our 

business.



The restaurant 
industry is 

splitting in two.



Experiential
destination

Production 
facility

FULL SERVICE 

SIT DOWN & RELAX

MINIMAL TECH

HUMAN LABOR-DEPENDENT

LIMITED SERVICE 

GRAB & GO

TECH-LED ENGAGEMENT

INCREASINGLY AUTOMATED



The middle 
is becoming 
increasingly

tough to 
succeed in.



“Restaurant chains that are in the 
middle, including experience-

focused fast-casual or lower-end 
casual dining, could struggle to 
keep pace with their cousins on 

either side of them. Their best bet is 
to pick one side or the other.”

- JONATHAN MAZE, RESTAURANT BUSINESS EDITOR-IN-CHIEF



If you 
choose 

door #1…



invite us 
back next 

year.

If you 
choose 

door #1…



If you 
choose 

door #2…
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Amazon-ification

… there are two major shifts to embrace.

Product-ization



Welcome to the

of the restaurant.





Gen Z doesn’t necessarily see production 
and consumption next to each other. 

They are used to, in every element of their 
life, a more complex chain. 

Discovery, ordering, production, handoff, 
and consumption can all be in very different 
places… much like Amazon. 



54%
Of consumers aged 18-34 are monthly active users of 
the big Four 3rd Party Services.

With streamlined experiences top of mind, Gen Z is 
the only generation to favor third-party delivery 
apps over direct ordering.

SOURCE: THE STREET SOURCE: RESTAURANT BUSINESS

https://www.thestreet.com/streetlightning/stock-picks/how-millennials-and-generation-z-are-influencing-the-restaurant-industry
https://www.restaurantbusinessonline.com/consumer-trends/want-know-where-restaurants-are-headed-follow-gen-z


sweetgreen famously declared 
themselves a tech company, not 

just a restaurant brand.

But we disagree.
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Your restaurant is a 
logistics company.

TRANSPORT CONSUMPTIONDISCOVERY ORDERING PRODUCTION

DINE-IN RESTAURANT
GHOST KITCHEN

COMMISSARY FACILITY 

ON-PREMISE
IN THE CAR

AT HOME
ON THE STREET

ANYWHERE! 

NATIVE APP
3PD

KIOSK

GOOGLE
SOCIAL MEDIA

YELP
3PD

3PD
PROPRIETARY



What does that mean for you?

That we should think of our businesses less like 
brick&mortar spaces and more like distributed 
supply chains — and design the guest experience 
in each of those links individually.



Welcome to the

of the restaurant.



For better or worse, Gen Z experience your food 
more like a consumer product than a menu. 

Products have stand-alone star power. 
Products have celebrity endorsements. 
Products have strategic UX & UI.   



THE Chicken 
Sandwich. 

Mexican 
Pizza. Blizzard. 



Nobody talks about 
“breakfast at Dunkin”

They talk about 
“The Charli at Dunkin”



And it’s more than talk.   
It’s emulation and reinvention.



What does that mean for you?
Look to individual products (like a steady 
pipeline of killer LTOs) as your calling card. 
Experiential elements or overall variety is 
quickly being de-prioritized in favor of 
single items that stand out.



These shifts present exciting new

OMNI-CHANNEL SCALING PRODUCT EXPERIMENTATION HIGH-TOUCH HOSPITALITY



But they also present new

challenges.

QUALITY CONTROL COMPANY CULTURE CULINARY POV



And, new
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Switch up 
your arm 
candy. 



Food is the new must-have 
accessory, ushering in a new type of 
conspicuous consumption.



Gen Z doesn’t buy f&b just 
to consume it — they want 
to wear & share it.
More and more, Gen Z is considering their food 
product choices as an extension of themselves. 
Accessorizing with food is what sets this generation 
apart from consumers — the photo of the product 
in hand is as important as the flavor. 



But attention spans are short.
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Taking inspiration from 
music and fashion, “drop 
culture,” LTOS are being 
reinvented.

“Drop marketing is characterized by 
a limited release of a product, with little or 
no warning, building anticipation and desire 
around both the products and the brand.”



Productizing your 
restaurant comes in many 

shapes and sizes, from 
menu items…
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To merch…



Sweetgreen x HAY Milk Bar x Taco Bell Souvla x Square 
Pie Guys

To strategic collabs…



To novelty in the 
ordering 

experience…



And the delivery 
and “unboxing 

experience.”
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Get a face for 
your food. 



Of course, the face of the chef can bring 
a lot of cache to a brand.
But what about brands 
without a marketable chef 
to promote? 
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While mascots feel like a thing of the past, aligning your brand 
with celebrities of all backgrounds is back in full swing. Most 
major QSR companies have leveraged at least one celebrity 
partnership in recent years — from musicians, to athletes, to 
influencers.

Faces are the 
new logos— and 
a new era of 
spokespeople is 
here.

%
Of Gen Z luxury purchases are the result of a 
collaboration with a celebrity or other brand.

SOURCE: BCG

https://blog.crobox.com/article/unboxed/gen-z-shopping-habits-luxury
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Charli D’Amelio.
DUNKIN’

Elton John & Lil Nas X.
UBEREATS

Justin Bieber.
TIM HORTONS

Megan Thee Stallion.
POPEYES

Taylor Swift.
STARBUCKS

Lil Nas X.
TACO BELL

Travis Scott.
MCDONALDS

Saweetie.
MCDONALDS

Mariah Carey.
MCDONALDS

BTS.
MCDONALDS

J Balvin.
MCDONALDS

Shawn Mendes.
CHIPOTLE

Twitch stars.
WENDYS

Nelly.
BURGER KING

Naomi Osaka
SWEETGREEN

Drag Race Stars.
CHIPOTLE

LILHUDDY.
BURGER KING

Anitta.
BURGER KING

Celebrity partnerships 
are back in a big way 

for restaurant brands.
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Wendy’s targets gamers
Leveraging a huge niche community, Wendy’s dual 
partnership with Twitch stars and Uber Eats was a 
huge success.

Taco Bell tugs heartstrings
Taco Bell and Lil Nas X’s relationship began back 
when he was an employee of the franchise. 

Organic viral trends spun out of McDonald’s 
partnership with superstar Travis Scott.

McDonalds goes viral

With deeper cuts leading to deeper loyalty.



Now, anyone can be the face of the food — from a 
celebrity endorser to the user themself. 
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“We took an existing product, renamed it 
after her and positioned it to appeal to a 
younger consumer.” 
- Scott Murphy, president of Dunkin

Brand sponsors 
are good.
Product sponsors 
are better. 
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Be a 
customization 
accomplice.



Being a customization 
accomplice sparks deep 
brand engagement. 

If your guest is customizing, whether it’s through functionality on 
your native app or through a TikTok hack they’ve seen, it means 
they are leaning in and engaging with the brand.

1.6m followers
on TikTok

10.3m followers
on TikTok



The era of the 
app-ucino is 

already upon us.
The ‘app-uccino’ is an infamous Starbucks app 

order, which garnered massive attention across 
the industry for its next-level hyper-customization. 

With over 13 ingredient customizations, this drink 
epitomizes a significant shift in consumer behavior 

when it goes online — the reckless, endless 
potential for customization. 



Take a page from TikTokers and remix what’s already in 
your inventory. Finding the perfect intersection of 
consumer desires, on-trend items and operational 
feasibility is the trick.

Bring on the
hacker spirit,
but keep it low 
stakes. 



Viral food trends and TikTok-led hacks come and go quickly 
by nature. Keep it low stakes and only opt in if you can be 
nimble. Putting Dalgona permanently on your menu is a 
surefire way to appear out of touch… but interpreting the 
trend (e.g. foams and textures in drinks, not just “dalgona”) 
is paramount. 

It’s fun to opt in… 
it’s fine to opt out.

DALGONA GOOGLE SEARCHES PEAK MARCH 2020



As Gen Z’s purchasing power and 
cultural influence continues to 
grow, so does the influence of 

food in popular culture. 

It has never been a more exciting 
time to be a chef - or a designer of 

food and beverage.
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Let’s chat.
www.theculinaryedge.com
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